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1 Objective

Active database systems are receiving increasing interests from both research and commercial communities. However, rules are often difficult to specify and the complexity increases as the database increases in its size. To remedy this problem, we propose to use relaxation techniques for rule generation and relaxation. By using high-level concepts and cooperative operators in active rules, we can not only simplify the rule specification process, we can also increase the expressiveness of active rules. High-level concepts and cooperative operators used in rules are first relaxed into low-level active rules by using a tree-type knowledge structure called Type Abstraction Hierarchy (TAH). The relaxed rules are then classified into equivalent classes by domain experts. Rule generation and relaxation are accomplished by relaxing the attributes in the rule conditions and/or by relaxing the actions with cooperative operators.

2 Motivation

Incorporating rules into database systems has been a major focus in the database research community for more than a decade, the initial focus on deductive rules and integrity constraints has been augmented by recent research into active rules [WC95]. In active database systems [WC95, Kim95, BM91, Cha89, Day88], rules are defined and stored in databases. A rule in active databases usually includes three parts: an event, a condition and an action. When the triggering event occurs, if the condition is met, then the corresponding rule is fired and certain actions are executed. By incorporating rules into database systems, we can transform a passive database system into an active one. The database itself can respond automatically to internal or external events and take appropriate actions when those events occur. Because active databases can respond to events automatically, many tasks which either could not be done in traditional database systems, such as general integrity constraints maintenance and work-flow management, or have to be done by special subsystems in traditional systems, such as simple integrity constraints checking and view maintenance, can now be managed easily by active database systems. This is one of the reasons why many researchers have turned their research attentions to active database area.

For a large active database, the process of designing active rules are quite difficult and time consuming. What we would like to have is a facility through which a high level specification of rules can be automatically generated into low level rules. Furthermore, a lot of database domain knowledge is needed to clearly specify all the rules. For example, users have to know the details of the schema definition and information about data stored inside database. Very often user does not know how to exactly represent what they want, but they can specify their requirements with
regard to some other existing rules. For example, the cooperative operators “similar to”, “close
to”, “near to”, and “approximate” can be included in users’ specifications. Finally, without any
structure the low-level rules created by users themselves may be conflicting and are difficult for
optimization. If rules can be generated from high-level specification, the system can guarantee
that all the rules generated are consistent, and are easier for optimization.

Currently most research attentions have been focused in the area of event specification and
detection, rule execution semantics and implementation methods of active databases. Very little
 attentions have been placed in the area of extending condition and action parts of the active rules.
Most systems assume the condition part of active rules is just ordinary database predicates and
action part is just database operations and user-defined applications. This proposal mainly focuses
on extending the condition and action parts of active rules, by introducing cooperative operators
and high-level concepts in these two parts. Furthermore, we also allow users to specify which
active rules are relaxable so that when the conditions of these rules are not met, alternative rules
can be applied.

We make use of a tree-type knowledge structure, Type Abstraction Hierarchy (TAH) [CCL90,
CMB93], which is generated from database. The database knowledge represented in the TAHs
is user and application contexts sensitive. Since the TAHs can be generated automatically from
database, it is also scalable.

3 Rule Enhancements

Traditional active rules are precise and they directly interact with low-level database attributes.
 Hence, rule designers and application users have to have detailed knowledge about underlying
database in order to specify active rules. However, this is usually not the case in the real world.
 Rule designers and application users either do not pertain such detailed knowledge of underly-
ing database, or even if they have the knowledge, the task of specifying active rules using that
knowledge is often difficult. What we propose here is to enhance active rules using relaxation
 techniques. By using relaxation techniques, rule designers and application users can use high-
level, approximate rule constructs in their rule specifications, even though they might not have
the detailed knowledge about the underlying database. The underlying database knowledge can
be either automatically generated from database itself or supplied by domain experts.

3.1 High Level and Fuzzy Rules

As human being, we tend to use high level and fuzzy concepts in our daily life. For example,
instead of saying if the temperature is greater than 90F, we will go swimming, we say
if the temperature is high, we will go swimming. Here ‘high’ is a high level and fuzzy
concept. The exact meaning of high temperature depends on context. The current research on
active database often ignores this fact. For example, consider the following rule:

R1: If wind_speed > 20 and wave_height > 5 then notify commanders.

R1 is a precise rule which uses exact number to represent the rule triggering condition. The
drawback of this is as follows. 1) The rule designers have to have detailed knowledge as to what
kind of weather condition is considered as a bad weather and hence need to notify commanders. 2)
This rule ignores the fact that wind_speed is not a precise concept (we could not possibly measure
the exact speed of wind). Hence, what about wind_speed of 19.9? Do we consider wind_speed
of 19.9 as an indicator of bad weather? To remedy this, we propose to use fuzzy and high level
concepts in active rules. For example, instead of R1 we could use:

\[ \text{if wind\_speed is high and wave\_height is high then notify commanders.} \]
R1': If the weather is bad, then notify commanders.

In this rule, the bad weather is a high-level and fuzzy concept. Based on different user profile and application context, we could build different knowledge structures of bad weather (in weather TAHs). For example, for commanders involved in a plan segment, we could define bad weather as high wind speed and high wave height (see Figure 1). For grade students, we define bad weather as either high temperature, low temperature, snow, rain, wind, or any combinations of them. In this way, the rule designer does not have to have the detailed knowledge about the underlying database because all these knowledge can be either automatically generated from database, or supplied by domain experts.

![Figure 1: TAH for Weather Condition for R1](image)

By using high level active rules, we also limited the number of rules in the system. Instead of specifying all low-level rules at the user level, the system can automatically generate low-level rules from those high level rules supplied by users. For example, the following rule:

R2: Notify user if A flight from Los Angeles area to New York is inserted into database.

can be rewritten into the following rules according to our knowledge about Los Angeles area (see Figure 2):

R21: Notify user if there is flight from LAX to New York is inserted into database.
R22: Notify user if there is flight from Burbank to New York is
inserted into database.

R23: Notify user if there is flight from Long Beach to New York is inserted into database.

3.2 Rules with Cooperative Operators

In active databases, all rules are expressed in a precise and exact fashion. Often there is a need to express rules in more general terms. Cooperative operators such as approximate, similar-to and near-to [CCL90] can be used in the rules to enrich the expressive power. Consider the following examples,

R3: If the weather turns bad, notify all affected units in that region.

This rule says that if we have a severe weather in a region, we need to notify all units currently in that region. However, this rule does not consider that fact that all neighboring units to that region might also be affected by this bad weather. If we allow cooperative operators in active rules, we could have,

R3': If the weather turns bad, notify all affected units in that region and all those units that are near-to that region.

This rule uses cooperative operators near-to in the action part to extend the action. Consider another example,

R4: If find an airport similar-to Bizert airport based on runway length and runway width, then notify commanders.

This rule uses the similar-to operator to incorporate a fuzzy concept.

From the above examples, we note that the expressiveness of our active rules is greatly enhanced by introducing cooperative operators into active rules.

3.3 Rules with Relaxable Conditions

For traditional rules, if the condition does not hold, the rule will not be fired. However, by relaxing the condition part of the rule, more intelligent behaviors can be provided. Consider the following rule:

R5: If there are 100 combat aircrafts in region 1, then notify commanders.

If we use ordinary active rule to represent R5, the commanders will not be notified until there are 100 combat aircrafts in that region. However, by using database knowledge (TAHs) on the geographical database of region 1, we could automatically relax the condition of this rule to the following,

R5': If there are 100 combat aircrafts in region 1 and its nearby regions, then notify commanders.

There are two approaches to rule relaxation. One is explicit relaxation while specifying the relaxation condition in the rules. Another approach is implicit relaxation in which the system will
provide such relaxation automatically even if the relaxation condition is not explicitly specified in the rules. The explanation system will then inform the users (e.g., commanders) of such relaxation.

4 Processing Enhanced Rules Using Relaxation Technique

To enhance an active database with cooperative operators and high level concept, we propose the following rule processing architecture (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Processing enhanced rules with relaxation techniques](image)

The enhanced active rules are parsed by the Rule Parser which recognizes the high-level concepts and cooperative operators used in these rules. A Rule Generator will then apply the knowledge from database (via TAHs) and generate ordinary active rules from those high level and approximate rules. If the rule is relaxable (can be specified by users when defining these rules), the conditions of the rule is then relaxed by using attribute TAHs from its condition part. The generated rules will then go through the process of Relaxation Control. This relaxation control process classifies rules into equivalent classes so that during rule processing an equivalent rule can be applied if the condition part of the original rule does not hold. The purpose of this relaxation control is to put a control on the rule generation/relaxation process. After the relaxation control process, the low-level rules are stored in a rule repository.

Now when an event is detected by the Event Detector, the rules will be chosen for condition evaluation. If the condition holds, the ordinary rule execution will process. Otherwise, a relaxed rule is selected from the equivalent rule class and the relaxed rule is then sent back for rule execution.

5 Rule Generator

The Rule Parser recognizes rules with cooperative operators such as similar-to, near-to, approximate, and high level concepts. The parsed result is sent to Rule generator which uses the Type Abstraction Hierarchy (TAH) to guide its rule generation. Rule generation can be done on condition part based on the attributes in the condition, using the corresponding TAH. A set of low-level rules may be generated in this way. Rules can also be generated on action part of the rule by
using cooperative operators such as near-to, similar-to and approximate, and thus generate a set of low-level rules. The TAHs can be either generated automatically from database attributes or supplied by domain experts. Note that the approximate operators and high level concepts can appear both in condition part and action part of an active rule.

6 Rule Relaxation and Control

Similar to query relaxation, rule relaxation process also uses the TAHs from database when relaxing condition part of an active rule. The relaxation process is only done when user explicitly indicates this rule is relaxable (parser needs to recognize such indication). In this way, we only relax those rules which are specified relaxable by users and hence avoid the unexpected consequences resulted from excessive rule relaxation. During the relaxation process, an alternative rule is chosen from the equivalent rule set to be executed. The set of rules will have relaxed condition/action part, but will be considered as equivalent in that application context.

6.1 Equivalent Rule Classes

Rule processing in active databases is different from query processing in that rule processing does not need user's interactions during the execution of the active rules. Control must be provided for the rule generation/relaxation process, since the uncontrolled relaxation may produce unexpected result.

An ECA rule consists an event, a condition and an action. When we consider rule generation/relaxation, we need also to consider which part of the rule to relax first and what impact the relaxation on one part (e.g., condition) does on the relaxation on another part (e.g., action). For example, suppose we have the following rule:

Event: On a
Condition: if b
Action: c

and condition b is semantically equivalent to b1, action c is semantically equivalent to c1, then is the rule

Event: On a
Condition: if b1
Action: c1

still equivalent to the original rule?

In order to solve this problem, we propose to add relaxation controls into our rule generation/relaxation. First, after the rule generation process using the TAHs, an algorithm will be used to classify rules into equivalent rule sets. We classify two rules as semantically equivalent if:

- the attributes in the condition/action parts contain similar concepts as defined by their respective TAHs.
- they are the result of generation of a high level rule/approximate rule with cooperative operators.

After all equivalent rule sets have been generated, the domain experts/rule designer can classify them into equivalent classes in the sense that all rules in a set can be relaxed between one and another and generate equivalent (semantically equivalent) effects. The equivalent effects can also be classified into different levels such as strongly, moderately and weakly equivalent, etc.
6.2 User Profile and Application Context

Similar to query relaxation in CoBase [CMB93], user profile and application context play an important role in the process of rule generation and relaxation. Different users or applications generate/relax rules differently. For example, for the high level concept bad weather, one user might mean high wind speed and high wave height, while another might mean rainy days. Hence, TAHs must be generated according to user profiles and application contexts. Furthermore, users can also specify relaxation control to indicate which part of the rule is relaxable or non-relaxable to satisfy the user’s requirements and to reduce ambiguities.

7 Future Research Directions

- Rule Generation
  1. Develop methodology of generating basic rules from rules with high level concepts in the condition and action parts
  2. Develop techniques to generate basic rules during compile time

- Rule Relaxation and Control
  1. Incorporate relaxation operator into CONDITION part of the rule
  2. Incorporate relaxation operator into ACTION part of the rule
  3. Incorporate relaxation operator into EVENT part of the rule

- Relaxation Control
  1. Provide a rule language specifications with cooperative and relaxation control operators
  2. Develop a technique to classify the generated rules into equivalent rule classes
  3. Develop relaxation control via different levels of equivalent classes

- Implementation Plan
  1. Generate a plan to implement a prototype with relaxation features into active database system (e.g., OODB and Sentinel) to study the behavior of such enhanced active system.
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